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American “Zersetzung”

Author: Karen Melton Stewart

So, suddenly someone you are related to,

someone you know pretty well, or your spouse,

begins to have some bad luck, then massive

bad luck, then never-ending bad luck. Car is

vandalized – multiple times, dog is stolen,

he/she may inexplicably be getting a hard time

at work or even get fired. You try to be a

friend, a good family member, a supportive

spouse, you tell them, it will

pass. But it does not seem to.

You start to wonder if they are

over-sensitive, over-stressed,

imagining things. Starting to

cause their own problems. But

they have always been logical,

grounded, even-keeled.

They start to report to you that

they are getting uncalled for

rude remarks, rude behavior,

even outright abuse and bullying

from neighbors, co-workers, and

complete strangers. Big deal you

think, people are rude, we all

experience that. Why is your

loved one, friend, spouse

suddenly so sensitive to this?

Why does he/she think it is

happening all the time? Surely

that is an exaggeration? What

is going on with him/her?

What has changed?.

Weeks, months pass, the

conversation and

circumstances for this person

does not seem to change. It

may even be worse. It is

getting frustrating for you.

Others are distancing

themselves from this person

making him/her needier. You

want to talk about other

things, but this person is stuck

in a rut. Then they start talking

about people seeming to

befollowing them, but always

strangers, See Full Article

Biden administration gears up to solve

'Havana Syndrome' attacks mystery
The Biden administration is signaling

a commitment to solving the mystery

of the so-called “Havana Syndrome”

that hit numerous U.S. spies and

diplomats.

This as there is a renewed bipartisan

push to determine the source of what

many believe are invisible attacks by a

yet-unknown adversary.

The CIA is working with others to

"double down" on finding answers

regarding the "unexplained global

health incidents," CIA press secretary

Timothy Barrett told the Washington

Examiner while stressing the

well-being of CIA officers was top

priority. A U.S. government official

told the Washington Examiner the

CIA set up a centralized team with

doctors, counterintelligence officials,

and human resources for anyone

affected

In addition, President Biden's picks to

lead the CIA and State Department

promised to get answers on who is

responsible and to ensure U.S.

government employees get the

healthcare they need, a change in pace

from the Trump administration,

which was largely secretive about the

situation.

The U.S. government has yet to offer

an explanation for the apparen

The U.S. government has yet to offer

an explanation for the apparent

attacks that have led to unusual

symptoms among U.S. personnel

abroad in places such as Cuba, Russia,

and China. The illnesses feature

dizziness, head pain, vision problems,

cognitive troubles, loud noises,

vertigo, and possible traumatic brain

injuries. The leading theory is these

are microwave weapon attacks, and a

possible top culprit is Russia, though

neither has been confirmed by U.S.

spy agencies. This burst into public

view following “Havana Syndrome” at

the U.S. Embassy in Cuba in 2016, but

related incidents have been reported

to have occurred before and after

Biden’s nominee to lead the CIA,

longtime State Department official

William Burns, vowed Wednesday to

investigate and get CIA personnel the

treatment needed. Full Article
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Karen Melton Stewart

Karen Melton Stewart worked as an intelligence analyst with a Top Secret

security clearance for the National Security Agency for 28 years when she

was suddenly slandered, libeled, and forced out after reporting a

honeypot being run in the NSA Weapons and Space Directorate by a

compromised Security Group and IG Office to entrap and blackmail

senior management. NSA has been so desperate to destroy her to keep her

quiet that they instructed the FBI Fusion Centers to target her as a

“terrorist” to include utilizing electronic weapons, for merely asking why

another woman received credit for her award-winning work on a project

saving thousands of lives and her double promotion for it.

NSA Intelligence Analyst Addresses New

York Times Schizophrenic Coverage of

Energy Weapons

Author: Karen Melton Stewart

This is an open letter to the media, but especially the New York Times. I

will be addressing your schizophrenic coverage of two issues you pretend

are not related but are indeed intimately related.

First issue: In the summer of 2017 the media went crazy covering the

assaults upon Diplomatic personnel in Cuba by what many surmised were

weapons of a sonic nature. Diplomats and their families were evacuated

back to the states where many were diagnosed with actual concussive

brain damage from the seemingly auditory assaults, despite no exterior

skull damage. Science News, on 29 August 2018, ran a preview of a paper

written for the September 15 issue of Neural Computation, in which

Beatrice Golomb MD, PhD., a professor of Medicine at the University of

California, San Diego, says that “publicly reported symptoms and

experiences of a ‘mystery illness’ afflicting American and Canadian

diplomats in Cuba and China strongly match known affects of pulsed

radio frequency/microwave electromagnetic (RF/ME) FULL ARTICLE

Fusion Centers,

Citizen Spies and the

Debasement of the

American Character

No matter if you are in the

“Trump-resistance” or a QAnon Patriot, it

is likely significant numbers of you have

been successfully debased by your state

Fusion Centers, despite political leanings.

Only raw avarice and a total disregard for

the Constitution is needed.

For those who do not know what a Fusion

Center is, it was decided after 9/11 that the

Federal, State, and local authorities were

failing to sufficiently communicate with

each other in regard to terror threats, so

Fusion Centers were created in each state

to “fuse” information and share it in one

central location. Depending on the physical

size of the state and its population, there

could be one to three Fusion Centers in a

state. FULL ARTICLE
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WHAT’S COMING

NEW More Vibrant TI
Library

Resource page on TIs Fight

Back website where

targeted individuals can go

seeking info on where to go,

who to talk to and letters to

write about your targeting

experience.  Knowing every

outlet from city, state, and

government levels to tackle

your targeting and where to

report it.

COMING! The
Unabomber A Mkultra
Experiment Gone Bad

Article
Did they train him to be an

assassin then locked him up

for doing it.

COMING!  TI Book
Club

Starting a targeted

individual book club, where

we would discuss articles,

documents, court cases etc

would play a huge part in

helping tis fight for freedom

from covert harassment.

More details coming soon.

COMING!  TI Chat
Support

Targeted individuals who

are wanting to give support

to fellow TIs. Can volunteer

and offer support at their

convenience.

NEW Article!
Wendy Willaims The

Government Will Make A

Fool Out Of You

COMING!  Britney
Spears

and mind control

COMING! TI
REVIEWS!

All targeted individuals deal

with businesses/

corporations and their

product or services. It is

suggested that we have a

spot to write those

reviews.Writing a review

will let other TIs know

about your experience. For

far to long these organized

businesses and their

employees that represent

them have gotten away with

organized crime. Its time to

stand up and make them

take notice that our money

will not be spent with

businesses who don't treat

us with respect. They don't

have to support our TIs

cause but they will

RESPECT us as a paying

customer. TIs are

constantly bullied and

manipulated by these

businesses who listen to

voice to skull commands

and or gang stalked by the

perps who represent the

business. It's time to let

others know that

unsatisfactory customer

service will not be tolerated.

In addition if you travel TIs

need to know what places

that don't target and which

ones that do.
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Human digital thought
clones: the Holy Grail of
artificial intelligence for big
data

Author:

TI Post Request

How would you feel if a company developed a ‘digital thought clone’ of you,

representing everything known about you, in order to predict and manipulate

your choices in real time by using your own data against you for its profit? This

would be your digital twin, made by constantly collecting your intimate personal

data in real time even when you are asleep. Full Article

What Is Gang Stalking?

Author: TIDale

Every breath you take and every

move you make

Every bond you break, every step

you take, I’ll be watching you.

—”Every Breath You Take,” The

Police

Note: This is Part 1 of a three-part

series on “gang stalking.”

Reports of “gang stalking” (a.k.a.

“gang-stalking” or “gangstalking”)

began emerging at least 15 years

ago by self-described “targeted

individuals” (“T.I.s”) claiming to be

followed, surveilled, harassed, and

otherwise victimized by unknown

for Full Article

The Matrix Deciphered

This is a book written by Robert

Duncan (The Saint). It is non-

fiction and original research.

Monday, November 8, 2010

Bio of Author

“True nobility is exempt from

fear”.– King Henry the Sixth, Part

II (Act IV, Scene I). 194 Pages
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